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In the Current Community
Community Standards

oDReseOakcheMerkelMetMLARROLeHMIegShort version: Be cool. Longer version:
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= What d ba(4 cea Ade do?
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= What di a comment "heipful* or "not " do?

= What are the regional message boards for?

Submitting to Current

DETeelAad
SRtseBlm
= How long are Pods?= What Pods are Current Journalism Pods?

= Do | have to have a journalism degree to submit a CJ Pod?
= Well, what if | do have training In journalism?
= Can my CJ Pod be about my own experiences? Or should it be more detached?
BRDAieaRieoid
co Do I still need to get releases from all the people in my video?
= Where can | see examples of Current Journalism Pods?
= Are you looking for a particular style of news reporting?
= Can | submit my documentary film?
OR eeeaheats

= | know Al Gore Is the chairman of Current. Does my submission have to come from a
Democratic point of view?Peeemiorg

= Who decides what's going on TV?
BaietAeeead
fo How should I send you my Pod?
SeMmeSteetYe
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= Why won't VideoEgg work with my system?
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= What's the pay-scale for Mobile?
peMaresRolelsXsRoad

WetRa

DNR MicoRNRmeord
= Are there any other rights Issues that might sneak up on me?= What licenses do | need for the music | want to use?

®= Can | use music recorded in the background of a scene?
= Can | use music| create on my own in a computer program?
= Can | use royalty-free music?
Pe NAB Se milodd
Be UNM EeARMed
= Can | use public domain music?
PNRRRReaaAROeed
= Why can't | log Into APM?
= Why do | have to release my email address to use Sony Loops tracks?
= | can audition and listen to songs (In the APM library) but canzt download them. Why not?

About Current

What is Current?

Current Is an independent cable and satellite TV network. We launched in August of 2005 in
BROSREURReGenen: oh Rss mies

eGR)2}

Meeeturd

eeAK8

We're on digital basic on all Time Warner Digital systems, and we're 103 in NYC,142 in LA.

eetebenihTaker umaCres toes Es]
eeetyeee

On Echostar’s DISH network, we're channel 196.

For other carriers, look up your neighborhood channel here.

oeTGR9)

What's your programming like?

Check our scheduleto see what's on Current TV right now and what's coming up.

NeeRenecedReSue hdegeeeees cules

SCR}

What'sa 'Pod'?

A Pod Is a short video that tells a story, profiles a character and/or shares an idea. Current
TV Pods are nonfiction videos that are anywhere from one minute to seven or eight minutes;
it's a self-contained story, a profile of an interesting character or a dose of information. It's
like the atom of the Current TV universe. We play Pods on all subjects, in all styles --
ReneeLt8Renee Smee eeeEeeBo)
tell a story, profile a person or inform the audience in some way.

“back to top

How does the Current Journalism program work?

It starts, as so many things do, with an upload: You submit a Pod through the CJ (Current
Journalism) assignmentdeskfor consideration by Current's Vanguard Journalism team.

You must read and accept the Current Journalism code of ethics as part of your upload
Pm

Then we'll take a look. If your Pod meets the standards and ethics requirements, we'll put It
on our website where It will be eligible for community greenlighting and a shot at winning the
weekly leaderboard competition, which may result In your plece getting on air. It may also
catch the eye of someone on Current's Vanguard Journalism team. If your Pod is more of a
rant or not really news-oriented, we'll just reassign It to a non-CJ Pod category.

If your CJ Pod makes it to air, you become part of our extended CJ network. And your next
uploaded submission will get direct consideration for review. You'll also be eligible to getFeeeeeee 
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For some concrete examples of Current Journalism stories, check out the CJ Case Studies.

eR)

SeOar

Viewer-created content. It's TV made by independent creators, anyone with a camera, drive
and a story to tell. There are many categories of VC*.

Pods: Pods are short videos that tell a story, profile a character and/or share an idea. Learn
more on the Entertainment and Information Pod assignment desk.

Current Journalism: Current Journalism Pods are news segments made by VC? producers
who follow our highest journalistic standards. Learn more on the CJ assignment desk.

Promos: Current TV promos do the heavy lifting of telling our audience who we are, why
we're different, and why you should participate in the network. carn more on the promo
pol

\V-CAMS: V-CAMs are viewer-created ad messages for our sponsors that can run on Current
TV and beyond. Learn more on the V-CAM assignment desk.

Raw Intel: This Is raw footage caught with a video camera. This Is reserved for footage that
is newsworthy and/or Is so riveting on its own, we'll consider buying It without all the extra
editing and post production needed to create a finished Pod. (We're not looking for ‘home
movies’ unless they catch something unusually compelling.)

“back to top

How can I get involved?

Meee eeuehemeeeeeseRRome menkeeam ot ne-1)
watch and greenlight Pods and leave constructive comments for producers. Your greenlights
help us program the network.

If you're a creator, you can participate via VC? (see above) or you can also send longer form
documentaries and similar content to our acquisitions department. Mail this content to
Acquisitions Department, c/o Current TV, 118 King Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

“back to top

berEEs eBeaesad

If you're interested In working in our office, check out the jobs page. If you see a posting that
speaks to your soul -- and for which your soul is well-qualified -- then by all means, hit
ORRUEurteadake
PeemenseskegueBeene eekRO eee ReeeeRlion
you'll get noticed. Who knows, maybe you'll even get hired on to the Current team like
atOo5hCoTeeeeeeeRRbooCKa
coi

pasesCoh)e}

Who owns Current?

Current Is one of the few independent media companies with national cable and satellite TV
distribution. It is financed by private investors and individuals.

BaseCoh2}

eeECrd

BeaRTeueeeea

Meeks)

Where is Current based?

We have our headquarters in San Francisco, a studio in Los Angeles, ad sales in New York,
eReoeeeeRe Si peopeeeRRehaueeeEekgelg
VC? producers happen to be.

BereaRee}

In the Current Community

eReeekekPeed

The Current website hosts a virtual production studio where people upload video, and
community members help us decide what to put on TV. It's where VC? content comes from.

“back to top

Meesellseaterg

Greenlighting Is how you tell us what youzd like to see on TV. You have to be a member of
Current to greenlight and you can only greenlight a Pod once. (You can also retract your
greenlight before a Pod gets picked for air —- a luxury real TV execs are usually not afforded.)
Greenlighting Is not really a comparative judgment, e.g. "This is better than that." Rather, for
each Pod you watch, you should simply ask yourself: Is this good enough for TV? Wouid|tell
all my friends to watch this? Does it accurately reflect Current's programming mission of
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What does the "Not Ready For TV" button do?

Use this button for Pods you've viewed, but just don't think are ready for primetime. We
hope you'll also leave some constructive criticism for the producer, so that he/she has some
things to consider when revising. The "Not Ready For TV" (or "redlight") button will also have
a negative effect on the Video Score. While rediights will not have the same weight as
greenlights, they will result in the lowering of the Video Score. The amount each score is
lowered will vary from Pod-to-Pod, as it is based on a ratio of the total votes a Pod has at
BR dia Eellsig

seek e)s)

SeReeReYd

The Video Score Is meant to be a reflection of your video's popularity in our community. It
goes up when a registered user gives the video a greenlight; it can go down as members use
PdaemRAReeuSeer)

oeCeCOR9)

How is the Video Score calculated?

The Video Score Is calculated based on two things: the number of greenlights/not ready
votes an upload has been given, and by whom. We weigh each person's greenlights
differently based on how active they are in our community and whether or not they have
feeternoBUeBeeiuleegeeta

paoTeneo)

What is the leaderboard?

For Pods (both Entertainment and Information Pods and Current Journalism Pods), the
leaderboard counts for more than just street cred: Every week, the winner of the leaderboard
POMeereedadikeaatigae cla)
aad

Promos are selected for air by our promo staff, and V-CAMs are selected by our staff with
approval from the sponsor -- all of whom look carefully at the Video Score.

Rearmed tie)itd

1. Watch videos on the site(niere'sagoodplacetostar).
2. Greenlight the ones you think would be great for Current TV (and boost their vicieo
Sse

GTeBeeldeTheeeeens

eeeetikRubeecutmieNeeeiceune)
Seekeekts

This Is your chance to take a direct hand in programming this network. All it takes Is a
greenlight -- so get started!

“back to top

What do the little icons in the lower right corner of the video player mean?

-C)-_You can click to greeniight this video and help program our network.

Use this when you don't think a video Is quite ready for TV.

BieReoeeeRU mon:id

eeeeeeeeERRUR eeeREkee
eRe UR Bedeol

BeedeEkeReak
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© This video has been deemed ineligible for air by our programming or

eeaekRed

We screen every video that is uploaded to Current TV to make sure It Is in our format and
does not violate our community standarcs. We try to do this within a 24-hour period with the
exception of weekends and holidays. If your video Is in our format and does not violate our
community standards, It may be because your file was corrupt or there was a problem that
occurred during the upload process. If more than 24 hours have elapsed since you uploaded
{and it's not the weekend), please email us at support@current.tv with your user name, the
name of your Pod,the file format and the date you uploaded It to the site.
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